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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of systems of vector fields from the point of view of Control 
Theory, the properties of accessibility and complete controllability (defined 
in Section 2) are of fundamental importance. The purpose of this paper is to 
prove (a) that both properties are stable under small perturbations and (b) 
that the first one is generic. 
More precisely, let ,.V(M)B denote the set of all K-tuples of C’ vector fields 
on the Cr+l n-dimensional separable manifold M (1 < r < co). Let ,.Ak , $‘k 
denote the subsets of ,.V(M)k consisting, respectively, of those k-tuples that 
have the accessibility property, and those that are completely controllable. 
We show that ,A, and rCI, are open in the fine Cl topology of ,.V(M)k, and 
that ,.A, is dense in the fine Cr topology if h 3 2. Our results contain as 
particular cases those of Lobry [4, 51 and Stefan [7], but they improve them 
in various ways. 
We now describe the precise connection between our work and that of 
Lobry and Stefan. Both authors dealt with the property that we call “con- 
trollability in Lobry’s sense,” and abbreviate as c.L.s. (cf. Section 8). In [4], 
Lobry proved genericity in the CT topology for T > n2 + n, and he later 
improved this to r >, 2n (cf. [5]). Stefan [7, Theorem 2.61 proves the same 
result for M compact, r > 1. (It is clear that [5, 71 do not improve the density 
part of the result of [4], but only the openess part.) The work of Lobry and 
Stefan proves that the set ,L, of c.L.s. systems is dense and contains an open 
set. We prove that ?Ak is open and dense (Theorems 5.3 and 7.1) and this 
trivially implies that ,.Lk is open and dense (Theorem 8.1). Thus, the main 
novelty of our work is the result that ,L, (and ?Ak) are actually open in the 
fine Cl topology. Since ,A, is a proper subset of Ak , our density theorem is 
slightly better than those of [4, 5, 71. 
In order to prove the openness result, it becomes necessary to isolate a 
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a property which is equivalent to accessibility and is demonstrably stable 
under small perturbations (in the fine Cl topology). We define such a property 
in Section 2, and we call it “normal accessibility.” A point y is normally 
reachable from x if, roughly, there is a control TV which steers x into y and 
which can be embedded in a family {p(h)} of controls, depending smoothly 
on the m-dimensional parameter h, in such a way that p(b) = pO , and that 
the map h + y(h) has rank n at h, (here y(h) is the point to which x is steered 
by p(X)). A system has the normal accessibility property if for every x there is 
a y which is normally accessible from X. In Section 4 we prove that normal 
accessibility is equivalent to accessibility (Theorem 4.1). This result is of 
importance in its own right. We also define normal controllability, we prove 
its equivalence to controllability (Theorem 4.3), and we use this to prove the 
openness of rC, (Theorem 5.3). The density of ,.A, is proved as Theorem 7.2. 
The main advantage of our proof is that it is completely elementary, in that it 
makes no use of “Chow’s Theorem” and the Lie algebra machinery of 
previous work on accessibility [ 1,2, 6, 81, nor of the theory of orbits of vector 
field systems. Also, we do not assume that M is compact. (For M compact the 
result follows trivially from our much easier Theorem 7.1.) 
Since the openness of ,A, is available to us, we can prove some new density 
theorems, such as Theorem 8.3. 
Finally, we conclude this introduction with a brief sketch of an important 
application of Theorem 5.3. It has been proved by N. Levitt and this author 
that on every connected paracompact finite-dimensional Cm manifold M there 
exists a completely controllable pair (X, Y) of Cm vector fields. If M is real 
analytic, it follows from Theorem 5.3 (plus the fact that Cm vector fields can 
be approximated in the fine C’” topology by real analytic ones), that X and Y 
can be taken to be real analytic (cf. [3]). 
2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
The word “manifold” will always mean a finite-dimensional, separable, 
differentiable manifold of class Cr, where 1 < Y < co or T = w. As usual, 
we let r - 1 = r = r + 1 when Y = CO or r = w. The real line is denoted 
by R, and n-dimensional Euclidean space by R”. We will be working with an 
arbitrary but fixed manifold, which we shall denote by M, and the letter 71 
will always denote the dimension of M. 
If M is of class CT, r > 1, then the tangent bundle T(M) is a manifold of 
class (Z-1. If K < Y - 1, then the set of all vector fields of class Ck on M will 
be denoted by kV(M). On *V(M) we can consider, for each j < k, j # CO, two 
topologies, namely, the Cj and the fine 0 topology, whose definition we now 
recall. 
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If K is a compact set which is contained in the domain U of a C’ chart 
6% ,***> x,}, then every vector field X E *V(M) can be expressed on U as a 
linear combination 
x = i PLi)(a/a,i). 
i=l 
We then associate with K the topology in which a sequence {X~n>~=, of 
vector fields converges to X if and only if X”x, -+ Xxi for i = 1,. . , , n, uniformly 
on K, together with all partial derivatives ail+.“+j~l(Xx,)/(ax~ ... ax?) of 
orderj, + ... + jn < j. Th is is called the topology of Cj convergence on K, and 
it is easily seen to be independent of the choice of U and the chart {x1 ,.. ., x,}. 
The set kV(M) with the topology of Cj convergence on K will be denoted by 
kV(K)j. It is clear that kV(K)j is not Hausdorf?. If K=K,u...uK,, 
then the topology of kV(K)j is the smallest that makes all the identity maps 
J(K), - JWt)~ continuous. Hence, if J is an arbitrary compact set, and if 
J=Jlu...u I,, where the Ji are contained in domains of coordinate 
charts, it follows’that the weakest topology on kV(M) which makes all the 
identity maps ,V(M) -+ kV( J& is independent of how J is expressed as a 
finite union as above. We call it the topology of C’j convergence on J. When 
,I(&‘) is equipped with this topology, we shall use RV(J)j to denote it. If J 
itself is contained in the domain of a coordinate chart, it is clear that this 
topology coincides with the one that was defined before. We remark that 
kV(J)j is not Hausdorff unless J = M. 
The Cj topoZogy on ,V(M) is the weakest topology that makes all the maps 
kV(M)-+ kV(K)j continuous. The space tV(M), with this topology, is 
denoted by KV(M)j. Then &Z’(M), is clearly Hausdorff, and metrizable 
(because M is a union of countably many compact sets). If j = R, then 
kV(M)j is complete. 
The jine 0 topoZogy on kV(M) is the topology in which a fundamental 
system of neighborhoods of zero is given by all the sets I’ that are of the form 
where { VmLA is such that there is a locally finite family {Ka)ae,4 of compact 
sets such that V, is a neighborhood of zero in kV(K,)j for each a E A. The 
set kV(M), with the fine 0 topology will be denoted by kV(M)j,fine . It is 
clear that IcV(M)j,fine is not metrizable (unless M is compact, in which case 
kV(‘(M)j,pine = kV((M)j). Indeed, a sequence {Xm}zS1 of vector fields converges 
to X in the fine Ci topology if and only if X” --f X in the Cj topology and if, 
for sufficiently large m, the supports of X” - X are contained in a fixed 
compact set. Hence the set Z of vector fields with noncompact support is 
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such that no sequence in C converges to zero while, clearly, zero is in the 
closure of Z. 
If I is a positive integer, then the set of all I-tuples of C” vector fields on M 
is denoted by ,V(M)z. We will topologize it as a product of 1 copies of kV(M)j, 
in which case we shall denote it by kV(M)jl , or as a product of 2 copies of 
kJ’(M)j.fine 3 in which case we shall denote it by kV(M)jl,fine . 
If X is a vector field of class Ck on the CL+r manifold M (with K 3 I), it 
follows from the well-known properties of ordinary differential equations that 
through every x E M there exists a unique integral curve t 4 y(t) of X, such 
that y(O) = x and that the interval of definition of y is the largest possible. 
To make the dependence on x explicit, we write X,(x) rather than y(t). Then 
it is well known that (t, x) -+ X,(x) is a Ck map from an open subset of 
R x M into M. More generally, if [ = (Xl,..., Xl) is a finite sequence of 
vector fields, and if T = (tl ,..., tz) is a finite sequence of real numbers, we 
use .$r to denote the map Xi1 o Xt 0 .‘. o Xi . It follows that (T, x) + &(x) 
is a C” map from an open subset ofalP x M mto M. For each x E M, we shall 
use D,(t) to denote the set of all T E Iw’ for which &(x) is defined. Therefore 
D,(E) is open in UP, and 0 E D,(e). 
Let S be a set of vector fields on the manifold M. A subset A of M is called 
S-invariant if X,(x) E A whenever x E A, X E S, t E R, are such that X,(x) is 
defined. Similarly, if it is only required that X,(x) belong to A when x E A, 
X E S, and t > 0, then A is called forward S-invariant. The smallest forward 
S-invariant set that contains the point x E M is called the positive S-orbit of 
S from x, and is denoted by 0+(x, S). Similarly, the orbit of S through x is the 
smallest S-invariant set that contains x. Orbits have been studied in [9]. 
An alternative description of the positive orbits can be given as follows. 
A sequence 5 = (Xl,..., X2) for which Xi E S, i = I,..., 1 will be called an 
S-sequence. Let D,+(f) denote the set of all I-tuples T = (tl ,..., tz) of positive 
numbers such that &(x) is defined. Then the positive orbit 0+(x, S) is the set 
of all the points (r(x), where 5 is an S-sequence and TED,+(~), plus the 
point x. 
Still a third description of the positive orbits can be given by means of 
trajectories. Let 6 = (Xl,..., X2) be an S-sequence, and let TED,+([). 
Let T = (tl ,..., tz), and define, for 0 < j ,< 1, 
Ti = t,+,-i + &+2-j + “. + t, 
(so that T,, = 0, Tl = t, , T2 = tl-, + t, , etc.). Define q(t) for 0 < t < Tl 
by rl(t) = P,..., t - Tj , tz+,-j , t,+,-j ,..., tl) for Tj < t < T,+l . Then the 
curve t + &&x) is said to be a trajectory of S. More precisely, the expression 
tr- is called, for obvious reasons, a piecewise constant control, and t - &u)(x) 
is the trajectory of & from the initial state x. It is clear that 0+(x, S) is the set 
of all points of M that belong to some trajectory of S from x. A point y is 
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said to be S-reachable or S-accessible) from x if y E 0+(x, S). The relation of 
S-reachability is reflexive and transitive but, in general, it is not symmetric. 
If S is a set of vector fields on M, and if x E M, we say that S has the 
accessibility property from x if the positive orbit 0+(x, S) has a nonempty 
interior. We say that S has the accessibility property from a set A if it has the 
accessibility property from everty point of A, and we say that S simply has the 
accessibility property if it has the accessibility property from M. 
The set S is called controllable, or completely controllable if, for every x E M, 
0+(x, S) = M. 
A pointy is S-reachable from x, if and only if there exists an S-sequence [ 
and a To E D,+(f) such that [r(x) = y. If To can be chosen so that the map 
T -+ (r(x) has rank n at To, we say that y is normally S-reachable (or normally 
S-accessible) from x. The following trivial facts will be used frequently: 
(a) Ify is normally reachable from x, x reachable from z and w reachable 
from y, then w is normally reachable from z. 
(b) If y is normally reachable from x, then 0+(x, S) contains a neigh- 
borhood of y. 
We say that S has the property of normal reachability (or normal accessibility) 
from x if some point y E M is normally S-reachable from x. Similarly, we 
define normal reachability from a set, and normal reachability. 
Finally, S is said to be normally controllable ify is normally reachable from x 
for every x E M, y E M. 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
In this section, we prove some lemmas, of which the most important ones 
are Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. These, when combined with Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, 
will establish our basic openess results, namely, that accessibility and complete 
controllability are preserved under small perturbations in the fine Cl topology. 
In the following lemmas, we will use the concept of “reachability within Q.” 
If Sz is an open subset of M, we shall say that a system S of vector fields on M 
has a certain property within Q if the system Sowhose elements are the restric- 
tions to Q of the vector fields in S has the given property. Thus, for instance, 
if x and y belong to Sz, y is S-reachable from x within B if and only if y is 
S-reachable from x by a trajectory which is entirely contained in Q. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Q be open in M, with compact closure K. Let k 3 1 be 
an integer. Then the set of all (x, y, S) E Sz x Q x IV(M)k such that y is 
normally S-reachable froth x within 52 is open in Q x Sz x ,V(K)t . 
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Boo& Assume that {P},{y”} are sequences of points of Q, and lim xnz = x0, 
limym = y”asm - co,wherexOESZ,y”EQ.AssumethatS,Sm(m = 1,2 ,...) 
are k-tuples of Cl vector fields on M, and that S” + S in the topology of 
Cl convergence on K. We shall establish our conclusion by proving that, if y” 
is normally S-reachable from x0 within Q, then ym is normally S”-reachable 
from xm within Q, if m is sufficiently large. Since y” is normally S-reachable 
from x0 within Sz, there is an S-sequence 5 and a To E D>(E) such that 
[rO(xO) = y”, and that the map F defined by F(T) = &(x0) has rank rr at To. 
Choose an n-dimensional submanifold P of D&(S) which contains To and is 
such that F, restricted to P, has rank n at To. Then choose a closed ball B 
in P, having To in its interior, and such that F maps a neighborhood of B 
(in P) diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood of y” . Let S = (Xl,..., Xlc), 
and let 
S” = (“Xl,..., “X”). 
If 6 = (Xir,..., Xal), define p to be (mXel,..., “Xir). It follows from standard 
properties of ordinary differential equations that the following facts are true 
if m. is sufficiently large: 
(a) B C D$,,([“) for m > m, . 
(b) F, -+ F in the topology of Cl convergence on B. 
Here F, is the map T + &.*(xm), and F, is defined on B, if m > m, . 
It follows from (a) and (b) that, if m is sufficiently large, then F, has rank 
n at every T E B. Hence every point in F,(B) is normally S”-reachable from 
x”. Since the map F is a homeomorphism from B onto a neighborhood of 
y”, and F, ---f F uniformly, it follows by a standard topological argument that, 
for m sufficiently large, there is a fixed neighborhood U of ys such that 
UC F,(B). Hence, if m is sufficiently large, ym E U and therefore y” is 
normally Sm-reachable from xm. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Q be open in M with compact closure K. Let k be a positive 
integer, and let J be a compact subset of l2 x Q. Then the set of all S E lV(M)k 
such that for every (x, y) E J y is normally S-reachable from x within 9 is open 
in ,V(K)t . 
0 
Proof. Let S E 1V(M)lc b e such that y is normally S-reachable from x 
within Sz whenever (x, y) E J. For each (x, y) E J there are, by Lemma 3.1, 
neighborhoods U,,, of (x, y) in 52 x 52 and W,,, of S in ,V(K)! such that, 
if (x’, y’) E U,,, , s E W,,, , then y’ is normally S’-reachable from x’ within 
Q. Choose a finite set F of points (x, y) such that the corresponding U,,, cover 
J, and let 
w= n ww. 
(Z,ZIP=F 
505/20/2-2 
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Then W is a neighborhood of S in ,V(K)t and, if S’ E W, it follows that y’ 
is normally S/-reachable from x’ for every (x’, y’) E J. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Q be open in M with compact closure K. Let k be a positive 
integer and let J be a compact subset of Q. Then the set of all S E lV(M)lz such 
that S has the property of normal accessibility from J within Sz is open in 
lV(W: . 
Proof. Let S E ,V(M)” have the property of normal accessibility from J 
within 9. For each x E J there is a y E Q such that y is normally S-reachable 
from x within 9. By Lemma 3.1, we can choose neighborhoods U, of x in ~‘2 
and W, of S in ,V(K)t such that y is normally S’-reachable from x’ within Sz 
whenever x’ E U, , S’ E W, . In particular, it follows that every S’ E W, has 
the property of normal accessibility from U, within Q. Now choose a finite 
set F of points such that the corresponding U, cover J, and let 
W= n w,. 
XEF 
Then every S’ E W has the property of normal accessibility from J. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let s;! be open in M with compact closure K, and let V be an open 
subset of Q. Let k be a positive integer. Then the set of all (x, S) E 52 x IV(M)k 
such that x can be steered by a trajectory of S to some point of V within .Q is open 
in Q x ,V(K)f . 
Proof. Assume x E Q, S E IV(M)k, y E V are such that x can be steered 
toy, within J2, by a trajectory of S. Let 6 be an S-sequence, and let T E D(f) 
be such that &(x) = y and that the corresponding trajectory lies entirely 
within .Q. If S’ is sufficiently close to S in ,V(K)F and if x’ is close to x, it 
follows by continuity that [r’(x’) E V and that the trajectory from x’ to 
tr’(x’) lies in Q, where 5’ is the S-sequence that corresponds to 5 in an 
obvious way. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let Q be open in M with compact closure K. Let J, V be 
subsets of Q, J compact and V open. Let k be a positive integer. Then the set of 
all S E lV(M)k such that ewy x E J can be steered to some y E V by a trajectory 
of S within Q is open in ,V(K): . 
Proof. Assume S E IV(M)k is such that every x E J can be steered to some 
y E V by an S-trajectory in Q. By Lemma 3.4, for each x E J there are 
neighborhoods U, of x in Sz, W, of S in ,V(K): such that, if x’ E U, S’ E W, 
then x’ can be steered within Sz to some y E V by an S-trajectory. Choose 
finitely many x whose U, cover J, and let W be the intersection of the corre- 
sponding W, . Then W is a neighborhood of S in ,V(K): , and every 
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S’ E ,I/@$ has the property that, if x E J, then x can be steered to some 
y E V, within Sz, by an S’-trajectory. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let J be Q compact subset of M, and let SE ,V(M)‘” have the 
property of normal accessibility from J. Then there exists an open set Q with 
compact closure such that S has the property of normal accessibility from J 
within 9. 
Proof. For each x E J there is y EM normally S-accessible from x. An 
S-trajectory which steers x toy normally is contained in an open set Q, with 
compact closure. Then y is normally S-reachable from x within Qz and, by 
Lemma 3.1, there is a neighborhood U, of x such that y is normally 
S-reachable from x’ within Q, for every x’ E 77, . In particular, S has the 
property of normal accessibility from U, within Q, . Now choose a finite set F 
of points x such that the U, cover J, and take Q to be the union of the Q, , 
x E F. Then Q satisfies the desired conditions. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let SE lV(M)k and let J be a compact subset of M x M 
such that, if (x, y) E J, then y is normally S-reachable from x. Then there 
exists Q open with compact closure such that, if (x, y) E J, then y is normally 
S-reachable from x within Sz. 
Proof. For (x, y) E J an S-trajectory which normally steers x to y is 
contained in an open set Q,,, with compact closure. By Lemma 3.1 there is a 
neighborhood U,,, of (x, y) such that, if (x’, y’) E U,,, then y’ is normally 
S-reachable from x’ within Qz,* . Choose finitely many (x, y) whose U,,, 
cover J, and take Q to be the union of the corresponding Q=,, . Then $2 
satisfies the desired conditions. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let k be apositive integer. Then the set Gf all S E lV(M)k which 
satisfy the normal accessibility property is open in 1 V(M)&, . 
Proof. Take a sequence KI , K, ,..., of compact sets such that Ki 2 int K,+l 
for all i, and such that M = lJIT1 Ki . Let SE lV(M)k have the normal 
accessibility property. We shall find a neighborhood W of S in 1V(M)&i,, , 
such that every s’ E W also has that property. 
Using Lemma 3.6 choose, for each i, an open set Qi with compact closure& 
such that S has the property of normal accessibility from Ki within 52, . 
Define a new sequence Qi’ of open sets by letting Qi’ = Q, for i = 1,2, and 
then 
.R,’ = L$ - Ki-, for i>2. 
Let Li’ denote the closure of Qi’, so that the Li’ are compact. In addition, the 
family of sets Li’ is locally finite. 
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We now define a sequence Wi of neighborhoods of S in ,V(L,‘)f . For 
i = 1, 2, we use the fact that S has the property of normal accessibility from 
Ki within 52,‘. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a neighborhood Wi of S in 
,V(Li’)t such that every S’ E Wi has the property of normal accessibility from 
Ki within f&‘. 
For i > 2, we first define two subsets Pi , Qi of Oi’ as follows: Pi is the set 
of all x E !Zi’ such that S has the property of normal accessibility from x 
within JJi’. As for Qi , it is the set of those x E 52,’ that can be steered by S, 
within sZi’, to some point in the open set A, = JJi’ n int Ki+ . 
Both Pi and Qi are open. For Pi , this follows from Lemma 3.1, and for Q( 
from Lemma 3.4. In addition, the compact set Ki - int Kiwi is contained in 
Pi u Qi . Indeed, if x E Ki - int Kipl then there is ay E .R, which is normally 
S-reachable from x within sZi . If the S-trajectory that steers x to y normally 
never hits Ki-, , then it is entirely contained in Sla’, and x E Pi . Otherwise 
there is a first time t, for which this trajectory hits Kiv2 . If 0 < t, < t, , 
then the restriction of our trajectory to [0, tl] lies in Sz,‘. Since the trajectory 
is continuous and K,-, is contained in int Kiel , it follows that, if t, is suffi- 
ciently close to t, , the above-mentioned restriction steers x to a point in A, , 
and then x E Qi . 
Let Hi , G, be compact sets such that Hi 5 Pi , G, C Qi , and that 
Ki - int Kipl C Hi u G, . 
By Lemma 3.3, there is a neighborhood Wil of S in lV(Li’): such that 
every s’ E Wil has the property of normal accessibility from Hi within Qi’. 
By Lemma 3.5, there is a neighborhood Wiz of S in ,V(L,‘)f such that if 
s’ E Wi2 then every point of Gi can be steered by an S-trajectory within 52,’ 
to some point of Ai . 
We now let Wi = W$ n Wi2. We have defined, for each i, a neighborhood 
Wi of S in ,V(Li’): . Since the family {Li} is locally finite, the intersection 
W = (-)Er Wi is a neighborhood of S in ,V(M)&,, . 
To conclude our proof, we show that every s’ in W has the normal 
accessibility property. Let S’ E W. Then S’ E WI n W, and it follows from 
the way WI and W, were defined, that s’ has the property of normal acces- 
sibility from Ki and K, . Assuming that S’ has the property of normal 
accessibility from K, , we show that it also has this property from K,+1 . 
If 65: E K,,,, then either x E K, or x E H,,, or x E G,,, . In the first case, the 
inductive hypothesis tells us that s’ has the property of normal accessibility 
from x. In the second case we use the fact that S E Wk,, . Then S’ has the 
property of normal accessibility from H,,+l within !Z’k+, , so that some y E M 
is normally S’-reachable from x. Finally, in the third case, we use the fact that 
S’ E WA,1 . Then x can be steered by S’ to some y E A,+1 . In particular, 
y is in K,,, , so that, by the inductive hypothesis, some a E M is normally 
reachable from y, and hence from x. 
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The proof of our statement is now complete. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let k be a positive integer. Then the set of all normally 
completely controllable 5’ E 1V(M)k is open in IV(M)&,, . 
Proof. Let SE IV(M)k be normally completely controllable. Let 
Kl , K2 ,a**, be a sequence of compact sets with Ki C int K,+l and M = 
uf, Ki . 
For each Ka, S has the property that, if x and y are in Kc, then y is 
normally reachable from x. By Lemma 3.7 (with / = KS x KJ there are 
open sets sZi with compact closure Li such that, if (x, y) E Kd x KC , then y is 
normally S-reachable from x within !& . Let Qi’ = 52s for i = 1,2 and 
Qi’ = J& - Ki-, for i > 2. Let Li’ = closure of Q’. Then the family of 
compact sets Li’ is locally finite. We define a sequence Wi of neighborhoods of 
S in IV(Li’)t . 
For i = 1,2, choose Wi such that, if S’ E W, , then y is normally S’- 
reachable from x within 9,’ for all x E Ki , y E Ki (the existence of such Wi 
follows from Lemma 2 with Q = Szi , J = Ki x Kg). 
For i > 2, observe that the set Fi = Ki - int Ki-1 is compact and 
contained in Q’. Moreover, every x E Fi can be steered by an S-trajectory 
within 52,’ to some point in the open set Bi = sli’ n int Ki-i . To see this, 
take an arbitrary y E Kad2 . By the construction of 9, , there is a trajectory 
of S within 52, which goes from x to y. Since x 4: Ki-, , there is a first time 
to > 0 in which the trajectory enters KS-, . Since St’ = !2i - K,-, , it 
follows that the restriction to [0, t;J, t, < to, is an S-trajectory in 52,‘. 
By continuity, the inclusion Kc-2 C int K,-, implies that, if t, is close 
enough to to, then our S-trajectory lies in Qi’ and ends at a point 
ofB,. 
Since Fi and B, are subsets of S,‘, Fi is compact and Bi open, it follows 
from the preceding paragraph that we can apply Lemma 3.5 and find a 
neighborhood W,l of S in ,V(Li’): such that, if s’ E Wilt x EF~ , then x can 
be steered by an S-trajectory within J&’ to some y E Bi . 
By a similar reasoning it follows that every x E Fi can be reached by an 
S-trajectory within s2,’ from some y E Bi . This says that every x E Fi can be 
steered to some y E Bi , within 52i’, by a trajectory of the system -S whose 
vector fields are the negatives of those of S. Applying Lemma 3.5 again, 
we get a neighborhood Wi3 of -S in ,V(L,‘): such that for every system in 
Wi3 and every x E Fi there is a trajectory within G$’ from x to some y E Bi . 
If we let Wi2 be the neighborhood of S in V,(G): whose elements are the S 
such that -S’ E Wi3, it follows that, if s’ E Wi2 and x E Fi then x can be 
reached from some y E B, by an S-trajectory within a,‘. 
We now take Wi = Wil n Wiz. We have defined a sequence Wi of 
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neighborhoods of S in ,V(Li’)t . By the .local finiteness of the L1’, the 
set 
is a neighborhood of S in lV(M)&ine . 
To complete our proof, we show that every S’ E W is normally completely 
controllable. We prove by induction on m that, if s’ E W, x E K, , y E K, , 
then y is normally S’ = reachable from x. 
For m = I,2 this follows from the fact that s’ E W, and the way W, , W, 
were defined. Assume that our assertion is true for m, and let x, y belong to 
K m+l . If both x andy are in the interior of K, theny is normally S/-reachable 
from x by the inductive hypothesis. If y is in int K, but x 6 int K, , then 
x ~Fm+l. Since S’ E W&I then x can be steered by an S’-trajectory to some 
point x E B,+I . In particular, z E K, so that, by the inductive hypothesis, y is 
normally S-reachable from z, and hence from x. 
A similar reasoning, using S’ E Wi+l , works if x E int K, , y $ int K, . 
Finally, the case when neither x nor y are in int K,,, is handled in the same 
way, using both s’ E W&l and S’ E Wz,, . 
This concludes our proof. 
4. THE EQUIVALENCE OF ACCESSIBILITY AND NORMAL ACCESSIBILITY 
In this section we prove that accessibility implies normal accessibility 
(Theorem 4.1) and a similar result for controllability (Theorem 4.3). We 
conjecture that a result stronger than Theorem 4.1 is true, but we have only 
been able to prove it under more restrictive assumptions (cf. Theorem 4.2 and 
the remarks that precede it). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a set of Cr vector jields on the C7+l manifold M, 
r 3 1. Then S has the accessibility property if and only if it has the normal 
accessibility property. 
Proof. It is clear that normal accessibility implies accessibility. To prove 
the converse, let x be a point of M from which the normal accessibility 
property does not hold. We will find y E M such that the positive S-orbit 
from y has an empty interior. 
For each S-sequence 5 and each TO E D,+(t), let K(E, To) denote the rank 
at To of the map T -+ [r(x). Let K denote the largest value of k(t, TO), as f 
varies over all S-sequences, and To over all elements of D,+(t). Our assump- 
tion about x is that K < n. If E, To are such that K(t, To) = K, then T + tr(x) 
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maps a neighborhood UTO,E of TO onto a K-dimensional Cp submanifold 
NTo,E . It follows that NTo,b is entirely contained in the positive orbit of x. 
Let 9 denote the set of all connected K-dimensional submanifolds N of M 
with the property that every y E N has a neighborhood (relative to N) of the 
form NTo,E . Then 9 is partially ordered by the relation < defined as follows: 
Ni < N, if N1 is an open submanifold of N, . We have seen that 9 is 
nonempty, and it is clear that, if F. C g is totally ordered, then the union N 
of all the elements of so has a unique C’ structure which makes it into a 
connected manifold that contains all the elements of so as open submanifolds. 
Hence NE 9. 
It follows from Zorn’s Lemma that 9 contains a maximal element N. We 
now show that N is forward S-invariant, i.e., that 
(#) if y E N, X E S, t > 0, and X,(y) is defined, then X,(y) E N. 
To prove this, we first show that every X E S is actually tangent to N. 
If y E N, let y = &-o(x), where [ is an S-sequence, To E D,+( .$) and K( 8, To) = R. 
Let 77 denote the S-sequence (X, 6). If the rank of (t, T) + ~(~,~)(x) at 
(0, To) were larger than K, it would follow that A(?, (to, TO)) > k for to > 0 
sufficiently small. This obviously contradicts the definition of k. Hence 
(6 T) - vt,&) has rank h at (0, ToI, so that X(y) belongs to the image of 
the tangent space of D,+(f) at To under the differential of T--f &(x). Hence 
X(y) is tangent to N at y, as asserted. 
Now let X E S. For each t 2 0, X, is a Cr diffeomorphism of an open 
submanifold Nt of N onto a CT manifold Nt . The intersection Nt n N is the 
set of all points y E N for which X-,(y) is defined and belongs to N. Since 
X is tangent to N, it follows from standard properties of ordinary differential 
equations that, if y E N, n N, then Xet maps a neighborhood U of y in N 
diffeomorphically to a neighborhood V (in N) of X-,(y). Therefore Nt n N 
is an open submanifold of both N and N, . If ti 2 t, 3 0 then Nt, = 
Xt,-t,(Nt2) so that, by the same reasoning, it follows that Nil n lcft, is an 
open submanifold of both Nt, and iv,* . Form a manifold N by requiring that 
all the Nt , t > 0, be open submanifolds of N. Since X is tangent to N and 
hence to N, it follows that the integral curve t + X,(y), t 2 0, is, for each 
y E N, a continuous mapping into N. Hence every point of N can be joined by 
a continuous curve in N to a point of N. Since N is connected, so is N. 
If y E N, then 7 = X,,(y) for some to 3 0, y EN. Then y = &(x) for 
an S-sequence 6, To E D,+(E) and Ii(t, To) = k. Moreover, we can assume 
that T + (r-(x) maps a neighborhood U of To in D,+(t) to a neighborhood V 
of y in N. Then (to, T) -fXt~&(x) maps a neighborhood of (to, TO) in 
(to> x D,+(t) to a neighborhood of 7 in N,, , and hence in N. Since X is 
tangent to N, (t, T) + X&-(x) maps a neighborhood of (to, To) in D,+(X, .$) 
onto a neighborhood of y E N. 
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This shows that NE 9. Since N is an open submanifold of m, it follows 
that N = 10. Hence X,(y) E N for all y E N and all X E S, t > 0, such that 
X,(y) is defined. This proves ((#). To complete the proof of our theorem, 
take an arbitrary y E N. It follows from (#) that the positive orbit O,(y, S) is 
entirely contained in N, which is a connected submanifold of M of strictly 
positive codimension. Hence O+(y, S) has no interior points, and S does not 
have the accessibility property from y. 
The preceding theorem was proved by showing that, if the normal acces- 
sibility property from x does not hold, then there is some y in the positive 
orbit 0+(x, S) from which the accessibility property does not hold. It would 
be nice to prove a stronger result, namely, that accessibility from x implies 
normal accessibility from x. If S is a countable set of Cm vector fields on the 
Cm manifold M, this can be proved easily, as shown in Theorem 4.2 below. 
We remark, however, that our proof of this result requires the countability 
of S, and that the infinite differentiability is also needed in order to apply 
Sard’s theorem to a family of mappings from open subsets of spaces lRL into 
M, because we have no upper bound on k. We do not know whether the result 
is true for uncountable S or for vector fields of class Cl. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S be ajinite OY countable set of Cm vectorfields on the C* 
manifold M. Assume that the positive orbit from a point x E M has a nonempty 
interior. Then S has the normal accessibility property from x. 
Proof. For each S-sequence 5, let DE denote the map T -+ t=(x), 
T E D,+(l). If the normal accessibility property from x does not hold, then 
the differential of Qj, has rank < n for all T E D,+(t). Then, by Sard’s theorem, 
the image @pE(Dz+(~)) has measure zero in M. The positive orbit 0+(x, S) is 
the union of these images, as 5 ranges over all S-sequences. Since S is 
countable, there are countably many S-sequences. Therefore 0+(x, S) has 
measure zero and, in particular, its interior is empty. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S be a system of CT vectorfields on the Cr+l manifold M 
(1 < Y < CO). Then the followingconditions are equiwalent: 
(i) S is controllable, 
(ii) S is normally controllable, and 
(iii) M is connected and, for every x E M, x is normally accessible from x* 
Proof. The implication (ii) 3 (iii) is trivial. We prove (i) + (ii) and 
(iii) * (i). 
(i) => (ii). Assume S is controllable. Then, by Theorem 4.1, S has the 
normal accessibility property. If x and y are in M, then there is some z E M 
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x E M such that z is normally reachable from X. Since S is controllable, y is 
reachable from z and therefore y is normally reachable from X. 
(iii) * (i). Let x E M and let Q denote the positive S-orbit from X. We first 
show that Q is open. If y E Sz, there is an S-sequence [ and a T E D,+(t) 
such that &(x) = y. Since (iii) holds, there is a neighborhood U of x which 
is S-reachable from X. By shrinking U, if necessary, we can assume that 
&(A+) is defined for all x’ E U. Then & maps U diffeomorphically onto a 
neighborhood V of y, which is entirely contained in Q. Therefore Q is open. 
We now prove that Q is closed. Let y belong to the closure of Q. Since y is 
normally reachable from y, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that y is normally 
reachable from z for all z in some neighborhood U of y. In particular, U 
contains some z E 52. Therefore z is reachable from x, and y is reachable 
from x, so that y E Q. 
Since M is connected, Q = M. Since x was an arbitrary point of M, our 
proof is complete. 
5. THE OPENNESS THEOREMS 
Let M be a manifold of class Cr+l, and let k > 1 be an integer. Use ,A, 
to denote the set of all k-tuples of C’ vector fields that have the accessibility 
property, and .C, to denote the set of those k-tuples that are completely 
controllable. If K is a compact subset of M, let ,.&(K) denote the set of 
k-tuples that have the property of normal accessibility from every x E K. 
Similarly, let $,(K) denote the set of those k-tuples such that y is normally 
reachable from x for every (x, y) E K x K. Let 1 <<i < Y. 
THEOREM 5.1. ,./l&Z) and &(K) are open in ,V(M)F . 
THEOREM 5.2. ,Ak and $2, are G, subsets of ,V(M)f . If M is compact, 
both sets are actually open. If M is not compact, both sets have empty interiors in 
J(M);. 
THEOREM 5.3. ,Ak and +C, are open in rV(M)f”fine . 
Proof of Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3. Let S E &(K). By Lemma 3.6, there is 
an open set 52 with compact closure L such that S has the property of normal 
accessibility from K within G? By Lemma 3.3 there is a neighborhood U of S 
in ,V(L)t such that U CIA*(K). Then U n ,.V(M)& is a neighborhood of S in 
.V(M),k and is contained in ,.AA,(K). Therefore ,&(K) is open in ,.V(M): . 
The proof that J’,(K) is open is similar, using Lemma 3.7 (with J = K x K) 
and Lemma 3.2. By Theorem 4.1, ,Ak is exactly the set of all k-tuples of Cr 
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vector fields that have the normal accessibility property. By Lemma 3.8, 
,A, is open in iV(M)$tne. Hence Jl, = iA, n ,.V(M)k is open in 
TV(M)&ine . Since the topology of rV(M)~,iine is finer, ,A, is open in 
7vCM)tfine . 
The proof that +CI, is open in rV(M)F.rine is similar, using Theorem 4.3 and 
Lemma 3.9. Theorem 4.1 also implies that ,A, is the intersection of all the 
sets J@), where K ranges over all compact subsets of M. Since AZ is 
separable, we can limit ourselves to countably many compact sets, and then 
we conclude that ,A, is a Gs set. The proof that ,.C, is a G, is similar. 
If M is not compact, the set TV,,(M)P of k-tuples of CT vector fields with 
compact support is dense in rV(JM):. Clearly, ,Va(M)” and ,A, are disjoint. 
Hence the interior of &II, in TV(M)j k is empty. Since rCk c ,.A, , the same 
is true for ,C, . This completes the proof of Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3. 
6. MORE LEMMAS 
The lemmas of this section will enable us to prove, in Section 7, the density 
theorems. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let M be a Cr+l n-dimensional manifold, Y > 1. Let 1 be an 
integer such that 1 < 1 < n. Let k > 1 - 1 + n/(n + 1 - I). Then. the set 
of k-tuples Xl,..., Xk of Cr vector fields for which rank {Xl(m),..., X”(m)} > 1 
for all m E M is dense in ,,V(M)F . 
Proof. For each compact K, let S(K) denote the set of all K-tuples 
(Xl,..., Xk) of Cr vector fields such that rank (Xl(m),..., X”(m)> > 1 for all 
m E K. Then S(K) is clearly open in ,V(M)F . Since M is second countable, 
the conclusion will follow from the category theorem if we prove that the sets 
S(K) are dense. It is clearly sufficient to prove this when K is contained in 
the domain of a coordinate chart, so that we may assume that M is an open 
subset of W. But then .V(M)le can be identified with the set of C’ mappings 
from M to the space RnXlc of all n x K matrices. If lRyxk denotes the set of 
those n x k matrices whose rank is j, an easy computation shows that RTxk 
is a finite union of manifolds of dimension j(K + n - j). If Zr”” denotes the 
union of all the lRyXk, j < 1, then Zr nXk is a finite union of manifolds of 
dimension not larger than (I- l)(K + n + 1 - E). If F: M -+ Wxk is a 
smooth function, then (x, A) -F(x) - A is a mapping from the set 
M x zZFxk into an &-dimensional space. Moreover, M x Zrxk is a finite 
union of manifolds of dimension not greater than n + (I- l)(K + n + 1 - l), 
and our mapping is smooth on each of these manifolds. Our choice of k implies 
that n + (I - l)(k + n + 1 - 1) < nk. 
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By Sard’s theorem, the set of all matrices of the form F(x) - A, x E M, 
A E ZrXk is of measure zero in lPxk. Therefore there exists a sequence 
Pi>j=l.%... of matrices such that Pi -+ 0 as j-+ co and F(x) - A - Pi # 0 
for all x E M and all A E ZFxk. But this says precisely that, if we put 
F,(x) = F(x) - Pj 
then F,(x) has rank >k for all j and all x E n/r, and Fj + F in the CT topology. 
This concludes our proof. 
We now state as a separate corollary the two particular cases of Lemma 6.1 
that will be of use to us later. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let M be a mansfold, r > 1. Then (a) the set of all pairs 
(X, Y) of Cr vector $elds such that X and Y never vanish simultaneously is 
dense in ,.V(M)$ (b) the set of all 2n-tuples (xl,..., X2”) of Cr vector jelds 
such that rank {xl(m),..., Xzn(m)} = n for all m E M is dense in ,V(M)f”. 
Proof. For (a), take 1 = 1, k = 2, and apply Lemma 6.1. For (b) take 
1 = n, k = 2n. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let M be a Cr+l manifold, r 3 1, and let X be a Cr vector 
field on M. Let m E M be such that X(m) # 0. Then there exists a compact 
neighborhood K of m such that the set of all YE rV(M) for which (X, Y) has 
the accessibility property from K is dense in ,V(M), . Moreover, if Sz is a 
neighborhood of m, we can choose K so that the set of Yfor which (X, Y) has the 
normal accessibility property from K within Sz is dense in rV(M), . 
Proof. Let V be the domain of a coordinate chart (x1 ,..., x,) about m, 
so chosen that, on V, X is the vector field a/ax, , and that V is a cube of side 
01 > 0 centered at m. Clearly, we can take V so that V C 52. 
Let W denote the “strip” consisting of those points in V for which 
0 < xl < j3, where 
/I = a!/2n. 
Let k = 2n and let C denote the set of all k-tuples (Zl,..., Zk) of Cr vector 
fields on W with the property that rank (Zl(m’),..., Zk(m’)} = n for every 
m’ E W. It follows from Corollary 6.2 that C is dense in rV( W): . 
Let K be a compact neighborhood of m, contained in W. We show that K 
has the desired property. Let YE V(M). For 1 < i < k, let Wi denote the 
strip defined by (i - I)/3 < x1 < $3. Let Yi denote the restriction of Y to 
Wi , and let Pi be the vector field on W defined by 
Pi = (dXti-l)e)-lYi . 
(Notice that X(i-l)s is a diffeomorphism from W onto W, .) 
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By the density of C in ,V( W): , there exist sequences &ii such that &i --P Yi 
asj -+ CO, for 1 < i < k, and such that (&j,..., &‘) E C for allj. Let 4 be a 
C’ function on W, whose support is compact, and which is equal to one on K. 
Let 
I’j(m’) = $qm’)(&qm’) - P,(m’)) 
so that p$ is a vector field on W, with compact support, that coincides with 
.&J - pi on K. 
We now let Pii be the vector field on Wi which is the image of pdi under 
the diffeomorphism X+1)0 . Then Pii has compact support. Let Pj be the 
vector field on M defined by P’(x) = Pij(x) if x E W, , Pj(x) = 0 otherwise. 
Then the vector fields Pi converge to 0 in the 0 topology. Let 27 = Y + Pi. 
We show that {X, .D} has the normal accessibility property from m’ within 
J2 for every m’ E K and every j. Choose an m’ E K and a j, and define 
F(t, ,..., tk) = Z~,X,Z:,_,X, , . . . , X,ZiJm’). 
Then F is a well-defined Cr mapping from a neighborhood B of the origin 
of 88” into W, . We show that the rank of F at the origin is equal to n. 
Let m” = X(lc-l)B(m’) = F(O,..., 0). More generally, put mi = X(+)e(m’), 
so that m, = m’, m, = m”. The tangent vector to the curve ti + 
F(O,..., 0, ti , 0 ,..., 0) at ti = 0 is then dXo-i@(mi). To show that these 
vectors have rank n we prove that their pullbacks wi under the diffeomorphism 
XtiellB , which are tangent vectors at m’, have rank n. But 
vi = [dX(i-I&lZj(m,) 
= [dX(i-l)e]-l[Y(mi) + Pii 
= P,(m’) + I’ij(rn’). 
Since m’ E K, E’,j(m’) = Zij(m’) - Y,(m’) and therefore 
wi = .Q(m’). 
By construction, the set {Z:(m’), i = l,..., k} has rank n. Therefore the 
mapping F has rank n at the origin of R”. If tlO,..., tko are sufficiently small 
positive numbers, it follows that F has rank n at (tlO,..., tko). Since the 
trajectory from m’ that corresponds to the control Z~adeZ~;e,Xe .*. XBZ~l~ is 
clearly contained in V, and hence in Q, we conclude that {X, Z’} has the 
property of normal accessibility from m’ within S2. Since m’ is an arbitrary 
point of K, our proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let M be a C T+l manifold, 1 < r < 00, and let K be a 
compact subset of M. Let K C Q, where 52 is open. Then the set of allpairs (X, Y) 
thut have the accessibility property from K within .Q is dense in ,V(M)f . 
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Proof. Let X, Y belong to ,.V(M), and let U, , Ur be open neigh- 
borhoods of X, Y, respectively, in the Cr topology. We want to show that 
there exist X E U, , YE Ur such that {X, Y> has the accessibility property 
from K within fi. 
To begin with, apply Corollary 6.2(a) to conclude that there are X0 E U, , 
Y” E U, such that X0 and Y” do not vanish simultaneously on K. 
Since U, , U, are also neighborhoods of X0, Y”, it follows that it is 
sufficient to assume that X and Y do not vanish simultaneously on K. 
We can now write 
K=K,vK, 
where Kx , KY are compact sets, X vanishes nowhere on Kx and Y vanishes 
nowhere on KY . 
For each compact J C 9, let QJ denote the set of all Y’ E ,V(M) such that 
{X, Y’> has the normal accessibility property within Q from every m E J 
By Lemma 3.3, QJ is open in ,.V(M)T. By Lemma 6.3, every m E Kx has a 
neighborhood J(m) such that QJ~,,,) is dense. Let m, ,..., mk be such that 
J(m,) ,..., J(mk) cover Kx . Then, if 
QJW n *a* n QJ(~,) = Q 
it follows that Q is a finite intersection of open dense sets, and therefore Q 
is open and dense. Let V, denote the set of all Y’ E U, which vanish nowhere 
on KY . Then V, is an open neighborhood of Y, and V, C U, . Since Q is 
open and dense, it follows that V, n Q is nonempty. Let Y be an element of 
V, n Q. Then Y has the following properties: 
(a> P E ur , 
(b) Y vanishes nowhere on KY , 
(c) {X, Y} has the normal accessibility property from Kx within J2. 
Now define, for a compact set J C Sz, QJ to be the set of all x’ E ,.V(M) 
such that {X’, n has the normal accessibility property from J within G! As 
before, we conclude that &, is open, and that KY can be covered by finitely 
many sets J(q),..., J(m,) such that the &J(mi) are dense. Let 
Then & is open and dense. Let V, denote the set of all x’ E U, such that 
(X’, P} has the normal accessibility property from Kx within IR. Then 
X E V, and, by Lemma 3.3, V, is open. Therefore V, is a nonempty open 
set and hence & n V, is nonempty. Let X E & n Vx . It follows that X E 0, , 
YE U, . Since XEQ, then (X, P} has the normal accessibility property 
within 52 from every m E K, . Since X E Vx , it follows that this is also true 
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for m E K, . Therefore (2, P} has the accessibility property from every m E K, 
and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let M, K, Q be as in the statement of Lemma 6.4. If 
(X, Y) E ,V(M)2, then there are sequences {Xm}z=, , {Y”}zSl such that (i) 
Xm - X, Ym - Y have supports contained in a fixed compact subset of Sz; 
(ii) Xm -+ X and Y” -+ Y in ,V(M),; and (iii) {Xm, Y”} has the normal 
accessibility property from K within Q for m = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. Let Q’ be open, and such that K C Sz’ CL C Q, whereL is compact. 
l By Lemma 6.4, there are sequencesX m, lYrn which converge to X, Y in 
JW’), > as m ---f CO, and are such that l;Y”, lYm has the property of normal 
accessibility from K within sz’. Let 4 be a 0’ function whose support is a 
compact subset of Q. In addition, let 4 = 1 on L. Let Xm = X + $(lXfid - X), 
Ym = Y + #Y” - Y). Then conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Moreover, on 52’ 
the vector fields X” and Y” coincide with lXm, lYm. Hence condition (iii) 
holds, and the proof is complete. 
7. THE DENSITY THEOREMS 
In this section we prove that the set of k-tuples that have the accessibility 
property is dense, if k 3 2. We use the notations +JI, , dA,(K) as in Section 5. 
The density in the Cj topology (1 < j f r) is, of course, easier to prove, and 
we deal with it first. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let M be a CT+l manifold, 1 < r < co. Let k be an integer, 
k > 2. Then .A, is dense in ,.V(M); for 1 < j < r. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to consider the case k = 2, j = r. By 
Lemma 6.4, ,A2(K) is dense in ,.V(M)f , and by Theorem 5.1, it is open. Now 
TA2 = nkl ,A2Wm), where VLXl=l is a sequence of compact sets whose 
union is M. The conclusion that r/l, is dense in ,V(M): follows from the 
category theorem. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let M be a CT manifold, 1 < r < co. Let k, j be integers 
such that k > 2, 1 < j < r. Then ,A, is dense in rV(M),$ine . 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, it is sufficient to consider the case 
k = 2,j = r. 
Let X and Y be CT vector fields on M, and let U be a neighborhood of 
zero for the fine CT topology of ,V(M). We will show that there exist X’, Y’ 
having the accessibility property and such that X’ - X E U and Y’ - Y E U. 
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We can assume that there is a locally finite sequence {K,}& of compact sets 
such that 
where U, is a neighborhood of zero in .V(K,),. . Let V, be an open neigh- 
borhood of zero in .V(K,,J, such that the closure of V, relative to .V(K,), 
is contained in U, . Put V = nzzl V, . 
If KC ~‘2, K compact, Sz open, 0 compact, let A(K, Gin) denote the set of 
all the pairs P, Q of vector fields in .V(M) such that (X + P, Y + Q) has the 
normal accessibility property from K within Gin. 
Since each of the topologies of ,V(M)F , .V(M)T , ,V(D)f is finer than the 
preceding one, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that A(K, l?) is open in .V(M): . 
We now show that A(K, L?) n (V x V) is dense in V x V in the fine C’ 
topology. By Corollary 6.5 there exist, for (P, Q) E V x V, sequences Pm , 
Qm such that (i) the supports of Pm - P, Qm - Q are contained in a, (ii) 
P,, + P, Qm. + Q in ,6’(M), , and (iii) (X + Pm , Y + Qn) has the normal 
accessibility property from K within Sz, for all m. 
It follows from (i) and (ii) that the convergence of Pm to P and of Qm. to Q 
actually holds in the fine Cr topology. Therefore, for sufficiently large m, 
Pm and Qm belong to V. Also, by (iii), (Pm, Qm) E A(K, G’). Thus 
A(K, 52) n (V x V) is indeed dense in V x V in the 0 topology. 
Now let W denote the closure of V in rV(M), . Then W x W, being a 
closed subset of the complete metric space ,V(,‘(M)F , is a complete metric 
space, so that the category theorem applies. 
Let A(K) denote the set of all (P, Q) such that (X + P, Y + Q) has the 
normal accessibility property from K. It follows from Lemma 3.6 that A(K) 
is the union of the sets A(K, J2), where Sz ranges over all open neighborhoods 
of K with compact closure. Therefore A(K) is open in ,V(-lM)f , and 
A(K) n (V x V) is dense in V x V in the Cr topology. Therefore: (a) 
A(K) n (W x W) is relatively open and dense in W x W, considered as a 
subspace of TV(M)f. 
It follows from (a) and the category theorem that the intersection 
is nonempty. Since 111 = Us=, Km , it follows that there exist P E W, Q E W 
such that (X + P, Y + Q) has the normal accessibility property. Therefore, 
our proof will be complete if we show that WC U. Let W,,, denote the 
closure of V, in .V(K,), . Then W, _C U, . Moreover, W, is closed in 
.V(K,), , and hence in ,V(M), . Therefore the intersection w’ = n,“ll W, 
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is closed and, clearly V c W’ C U. Since W is, by definition, the closure of I’ 
in ,.I’(I(M),. , we conclude that WC IV’, and hence WC U, completing the 
proof. 
8. SOME EASY EXTENSIONS 
Assume that M is connected. Let us call a system S controllable in Lobry’s 
sense (c.L.s.) if the orbit of some (and hence every) point x E M is all of M. 
Clearly every system with the accessibility property is c.L.s. Hence the c.L.s. 
k-tuples of Cr vector fields are dense in rV(M)E,iine if k 3 2. On the other 
hand, a k-tuple (xl,..., Xk) is c.L.s. if and only if the 2k-tuple (Xl ,..., Xk, 
-Xl,..., -Xk) has the accessibility property. Hence the c.L.s. k-tuples form 
an open set. We have proved the following. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let M be a connected C*+l manifold, 1 f Y < 03. Let k be 
an integer 22. Then the set of all k-tuples of CT vector $elds on M that are 
controllable in Lobry’s sense is open in ?V(M)Ziine and dense in rV(M):,iine . 
Now assume that r = CO. The algebraic accessibility condition (a.a.c) is 
defined as follows. If S is a set of Cm vector fields on M, let n(S) denote the 
smallest Lie algebra of vector fields such that S C cl(S). For x E M, let 
A(S)(x) = {X(x): x E A(S)). 
We say that S satisfies the a.a.c. if dim /1(S)(x) = n for all x E M. It is well 
known that the a.a.c. implies the accessibility property (cf. for instance [2]) 
and that, for systems of real anaZytic vector fields on a real analytic manifold, 
it is actually equivalent to it [8, Theorem 3.11. 
THEOREM 8.2. If k > 2, the k-tuples of C* vector jields which satisfy the 
a.a.c. form a set which is open and dense in mV(M)&,,, . 
Proof. The openness is trivial. The density can be proved in at least two 
ways. We refer the reader to Lobry [4] for the first one. The second way is as 
follows. The manifold M carries a unique real-analytic structure compatible 
with its Cm structure. Real analytic vector fields are dense in mV(M)m,iine .
Since the k-tuples of C’” vector fields which satisfy the accessibility property 
are open and dense in m V(M)&,, it follows that the k-tuples of real analytic 
vector fields with the accessibility property are dense. But, for real analytic 
vector fields, the accessibility property is equivalent to the a.a.c. The proof 
is complete. 
The following result has been proved in the course of proving Theorem 8.2. 
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THEOREM 8.3. Let M be a real analytic mmrifold. If k > 2, then the 
k-tuples of real analytic vector $elds that have the accessibility property are 
dense in rV(M)~,iine for 1 < r < 00. 
9. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
In this section we discuss a property, which we shall denote by (P), Our 
aim is to show that properties that appear very similar to accessibility and 
controllability may actually behave very differently. Property (P) will serve to 
illustrate this assertion. 
We say that a system S has property (P) if, for every x E M, the positive 
orbit 0+(x, S) contains a neighborhood of x. It is easy to see that S satisfies (P) 
if and only if all positive orbits are open. By analogy with the theorems of 
Section 4, it might be expected that (P) implies (Q), where (Q) is the property 
that every point is normally reachable from itself. Also, it might be expected 
that (P) is “stable” in the same way as accessibility and controllability are 
stable, namely, that the set of systems for which (P) holds is open. 
The following example shows that these expectations are not justified. We 
shall define six Cm vector fields Xi,..., X6 on the two-dimensional plane Ra 
(coordinates x, y) for which (P) holds but (Q) does not, and we shall see that 
the system (Xl,..., X6) can be approximated arbitrarily close in the fine C* 
topology by systems for which (P) does not hold. 
Let $J be a real-valued Cm function defined on the real line, and such that 
#(t) > 0 for t # 0, and that 4 vanishes of infinite order at t = 0. We define 
the vector fields x1, X2, X3 as follows: 
and 
X1(x, y) = 4(x + l>(ww, 
X2(x, y) = -$(x - I)(a/ax), 
Also, let p be a Cm function such that p(t) > 0 for 1 t 1 > 1 and p(t) = 0 
for 1 t 1 < 1. We define X5(x, y) = p(x)(a/ay). Finally, we put X4 = -X3 
and X6 = -X6. 
Let C denote the closed segment - 1 < x < 1, y = 0, and let 52 denote 
the complement of C. It is clear that X3 and X4 allow us to move freely along 
any horizontal line other than the x-axis. Moreover, x1 and X2 make it 
possible to move horizontally in both directions within the segment 
- 1 < x < 1, y = 0, and also within the half lines -cc < x < - 1, 
y = 0, and 1 < x < co, y = 0. Also, it is possible to move vertically, up 
and down, along any line y = c, as long as 1 c j > 1. On the other hand, no 
5”5/20/2-3 
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trajectory that starts at a point of 9 can enter C, but it is possible to leave C 
through either of its endpoints. Therefore, the positive orbit of a point 
(x0 P Yo) is 
(a) 9 if (x0, y,,) E G’, and 
(b) the whole plane if (x,, , y,,) E C. 
In particular, it is clear that (P) holds. On the other hand, (Q) is not 
satisfied. This can be seen directly, or it can be deduced from the implication 
(iii) * (i) of Theorem 4.3, together with the fact that our system is not . 
completely controllable. 
We now show that there are systems that do not satisfy(P) and are arbitrarily 
close to the given one in the fine Cm topology. Let I,G = I& + #a , where #i ,$s 
are Cm functions, #r(t) = 0 for t < 0 and #a(t) = 0 for t > 0. For E > 0 put 
W) = VW - 4 + A& + 4 
Then @ is a Cm function which vanishes at t if and only if 1 t 1 < c. Moreover, 
@ + # as E + 0, the convergence being in the usual Cm topology. 
Let 4 be a C” function on R2 such that: (1) 4(x, y) > 0 for all (x, y), 
(2) 4 = 1 for 1 x / < 2, / y 1 < 2O and (3) 4 has compact support. 
Put cX3(x, y) = X3(x, y) + 4(x, y)[+(y)(a/ax) - X3(x, y)]. It is clear 
that EX3 -+ X3 as E -+ 0. Moreover, the vector fields EX3 - X3 have their 
supports in afixed compact set. Hence the convergence is actually in the fine 
topology. Defining 6X4 = --X3, we see that the systems 
s, = (Xl, x2, ‘X3, ‘X4, x5, X6) 
approximate the given one arbitrarily closely. We show that S, does not 
satisfy (P). To see this consider, for 0 < I 6 1 < E, the segment C, defined by 
y = 6, - 1 < x < 1. Then it is possible to leave C, by a trajectory of S, , 
but it is not possible to enter it. Hence, in particular, no point of C, is 
reachable from the origin. Since 6 is any number such that 0 < I 6 1 < E, we 
conclude that the positive orbit of S’ from the origin is not open. 
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